
Introducing the Good Bulls app

A joint initiative of ADHIS and Dairy Australia

Search ‘Good Bulls’ in your app store or go to 
www.adhis.com.au/goodbulls
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@ADHIS_Dairy @Dairy_Australia
#GoodBulls
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Image cover slide
There are also three other flat colour cover options in green, 
yellow and blue



An initiative of ADHIS and Dairy 
Australia
Good Bulls is a world-leading smart phone app developed by ADHIS 
and Dairy Australia to help farmers choose bulls to meet their breeding 
objectives. 

Key deliverable of the HIISSG strategy

GOAL: Fill the gaps in the sire selection process with a tool that can list, 
filter & sort bulls 

Developed by the industry, for the industry

Building on the popular Good Bulls Guide
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A user feedback led approach to 
development

Footer: access 'Insert > Header and Footer' to change 4

3 rounds of users testing totalling
25 hours of 1 on 1 interviews with a 
variety of farmers and advisors
to create an intuitive, functional tool 
that ticks all the boxes

[add pic from Ed of user testing]



Putting the power of herd improvement 
in the palm of your hand
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One set of numbers to compare all 
bulls available for purchase in 
Australia

Over 20,000 bulls stored on the app, 
no need for internet

Updated with the latest ABVs with 
every proof release



Choose Your Index
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•Based on Australia’s three breeding 
indices, tailor made for Australian 
dairy farmers 
•Introduced in April 2015 following 
the 2014 NBO Review 
•Choose the index that best reflects 
your breeding choices. 



A handy reminder to pick your bulls
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“Sometimes I forget to order 
semen until the week before 
joining, and then I have to 
make rushed choices” 



Good Bulls

Bulls that:
-Are actively being marketed in Australia
-Meet minimum reliability requirements for their breed
-Are amongst the best in their breed on the Balanced 
Performance Index (BPI)

-Currently 940 Holstein, 170 Jersey and 32 Red Breeds 
bulls make the grade, giving you plenty to choose from. 
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Find that bull

Find that bull you have been looking for with the 
responsive search bar on the home search screen. 

Search from a database of over 20,000 bulls 

Simply toggle left & right to select your preferred 
breed and index

The app will automatically sort bulls on your index of 
choice. 
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Search Good Bulls

Simply toggle left & right to select your preferred 
breed and index

The app will automatically sort bulls on your index of 
choice. 

Show bulls > all Good Bulls for your chosen breed
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Screen bulls for the things that 
matter to you

50 different filters, including every ABV currently 
measured. 

Some examples of filters you might use:
ØMinimum of 100 for traits like fertility or mastitis 
resistance
ØExclude bulls with a particular sire in their pedigree
ØShow only bulls with a teat placement ABV within 1 
SD from the mean
ØShow only bulls with a minimum BPI of 200
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Screen bulls for the things that 
matter to you

Set the parameters as narrow or as broad as you 
like

Responsive design tells you how many bulls match 
your criteria 

Useful information on each filter to help you use 
ABVs
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Your results

ØSort & re-sort on any filter

ØRemove or adjust filters one at a time

ØClick on any bull to see detailed ABV information
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A detailed look at each and every 
bull
ØNew, unique spider graph reflecting key traits 
contributions to the index values
ØAll ABVs, plus pedigree, company and more
ØShortlist bulls that match your objectives
ØSwipe left and right to quick and easily compare 
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Sealing the deal

ØGet advise on your choices 
ØShare information with your farm team
ØEnquire about prices
ØInitiate your semen order
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Tools are irresistible 

Use the Good Bulls app in conjunction with our other ADHIS 
tools to take the fuss out of improving your herds genetics
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Choose your bulls then monitor your 
progress with the Genetic Progress 
Report



Questions
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Summary

ØSearch from over 20,000 local and 
international bulls
ØRefine your search using 50 
different filter criteria
ØView detailed ABV information and 
clever graphical displays on any bull
ØShortlist bulls which match your 
preferences
ØExport your shortlists to your 
semen retailer or advisor
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Together with the Genetic Progress 
Report and other ADHIS tools, 
genetic improvement is now easier 
than ever

Search ‘Good Bulls’ in the app 
store or google play

www.adhis.com.au/goodbulls



Thank You
A special thanks to the 24 farmers and advisors 
who took time out of their days to provide 
invaluable feedback in the development of this 
important industry tool. 
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